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Safety and Compliance
Every industry in every state has rules and regulations required to ensure 
the safety of employees and customers alike. Though different, each indus-
try requires quick access to information  that is easy to understand. Sunrise 
leads the industry in providing:                                               
• GHS and DOT compliant labels. Color-coded and easy to read!
• Online acces to: Safety Data Sheets, Technical Data Sheets (English 
and Spanish).

• Mobile-friendly website that is easy to use.
These features are part of the reason our customers continue to depend on 
Sunrise products. Great products supplemented by these resources lead 
to an effortless overall experience for your line of work. Reach out to your 
Sunrise representative for a complete evaluation of your facility’s needs.

Aerosol Can

Bulk Liquid

Pre-treated Rag

Granular Product

Specialty Packaging

Potential Special 
Shipping Requirements

The Sunrise Promise
At Sunrise, we view our relationships 
with our customers as a business 
partnership. Our mission is to pro-
vide quality solutions for your indus-
trial chemical applications at the best 
price. To reach this goal, we solicit the 
opinions of you, our business partner. 
Your input continues to be a vital part 
of our organization’s development. 
From customer service to product 
quality, our goal is to have a custom-
er and business partner for life. If we 
ever fall short of this commitment, we 
encourage you to call our office direct-
ly and toll free at 1 (800) 648-1153 to 
let us know how we can exceed your 
expectations.
       Our promise is to make it right!

SUNRISE ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENTIFIC

800-648-1153                             
SUNRISENV.COM

PO BOX 10207                              
RENO NV, 89510
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CLEAR TAC FG: This product is designed for use in higher speed bearing applications 
or where less tenacious grease is required. Multi-purpose, non-melting, and waterproof.  
Designed to seal out water and lubricate under the most demanding conditions. #1119

ECHO 7: A powerful compund offering the ultimate in safety and environmental 
concern. Spray this orange scented, organic solvent on to any hard surface. 
Watch how quickly and effectively ECHO 7 takes care of problems within food 
packing and processing facilities. #1112

ONE SHOT FG: Specifically formulated for the lubrication, maintenance, and protection 
of equipment in the food processing industry. Lubricates precision equipment, provides 
lasting protection for tools, jigs, and features. Penetrates and frees rusted or frozen 
parts. #1039

SNIPER: A unique combination of ingredients that markedly reduces surface tension 
which permits rapid, deep penetration of corroded parts. SNIPER’s unique spray head 
permits spraying from an angle. SNIPER has an affinity to metal which aids penetration. 
Residual oil film lubricates and provides protection. #1110

SUPER GLIDE FG: Non-staining orange scented silicone that eliminates sticking prob-
lems and annoying squeaks. Will repel water, ice, and will retard rust and corrosion from 
all moving parts, including food processing equipment. May also be used on rubber, 
leather, metal, nylon, wood, and painted surfaces. #1087

STAY SLICK FG: Formulated for long-lasting lubrication and rust protection 
in food processing facilities. Premium synthetic compounds are designed to 
out-last similar spray greases by 3 times, saving time and money. High tem-
perature range (20-350°) makes this the go-to option for all areas of a food 
processing facility. #1114

LIGHTNING FG UNSCENTED: A stable blended formula that deeply pene-
trates, eliminating sticking problems and annoying squeaks. Will repel water 
and ice, and will retard rust and corrosion. It will lubricate and free sticking 
conveyors, moving parts, and beyond. #2293Category H1

CHAIN GUARD FG: A combination of high quality HVI solvent extracted from 
dual hydrogenated paraffinic and selected synthetic base oils. Fortified with food 
grade antiwear agents and a tackifier agent to impart maximum antiwear and 
clinging characteristics. Dielectric to 35K volts. #1004Category H1

BULL’S EYE FG: A non-staining, stable blended formula that deeply penetrates 
and eliminates sticking problems and annoying squeaks. Bull’s Eye will repel 
water and ice, as well as retard rust and corrosion. Target this lubricant for all 
your food processing needs. #1109Category H1

NSF Approved
Sunrise Environmental is proud to provide 
a number of solutions that are approved by 
the NSF Nonfood Compounds Registra-
tion Program. This program helps devel-
op public health standards and provides 
certifications to protect the world’s food, 
water, environment, and consumer prod-
ucts. Our commitment to public health and 
safety is a top priority. For detailed infor-
mation about the NSF program, visit their 

website at www.nsf.org.

ASSAULT: The ultimate in water based cleaners. With ASSAULT you have 
the best of both worlds, a powerful cleaner/degreaser without the harsh sol-
vents or caustics. ASSAULT is highly concentrated, allowing for maximum 
dillution ratios and money savings! #2063Category A1

ATTACK: Designed to be used on hard surfaces such as metal, brick, and 
concrete. ATTACK will dissolve away the heaviest dirt and grease. Ideal for 
removal of forklift tire marks from warehouse floors and oil stains from concrete 
driveways. #2004Category A1

BREAKER 1-9: One of Sunrise’s latest formulations in the world of “Food Grade” com-
pounds. This remarkable product is not only a tough citrus-based solvent, but also wa-
ter-soluble so you can easily rinse away with water after clean up. A favorite product of 
food processing plants across the Great San Joaquin Valley. #1111

Category K3

Category H1

2N1: has been specially formulated for use in citrus houses and other types 
of packing facilities where wax buildup and heavy duty grime require constant 
cleaning. Proper application will allow any user to quickly strip wax buildup from 
processing machinery. As the wax is being broken down, 2N1 is also cleaning 
the grease, grime and dirt commonly seen in food processing facilities. By com-
bining two cleaning technologies into one powerful solution, 2N1 is designed to 
reduce man hours and machinery downtime by 50%. These expense reductions 
will increase your facilities output and in turn increase the bottom line. #084

Category A1

SLING GLIDE II: is at the forefront of lubrication technology in the agricul-
tural industry. This compound is designed to lubricate and protectrubber tree 
shaker slings, while at the same time preventing bark damage to the tree. In 
automatic water injection systems, Sling Glide ii will be applied each time the 
sling clamp opens. The surface of the shaker sling will be re-coated with a 
protective film. Sling Glide is also an excellent wire pulling compound and tire 
mounting lubricant. #2051

GRIME FIGHTER is a highly concentrated and effective in stripping away 
grime, grease deposits, oil, soap scum, as well as many stains and soft car-
bon deposits. A rust inhibitor provides safe cleaning of ferrous metals. Grime 
Fighter can be used for cleaning glass, concrete, sealed wood, quarry tile and 
all metal surfaces. #5002/2053Category A1

Category H1

FOOD GRADE PRODUCTSFOOD GRADE PRODUCTS
Sunrise is proud to present a full and diverse line of NSF and FOOD GRADE products for your processing facility needs. 
Although these products are made with 100% food grade ingredients, they don’t  sacrifice Sunrise’s trademark quality and 
performance. A number of our products are proudly registered with the NSF Nonfood Compounds Registration Program.

RT2: This amazing new concept in cleaning is the result of extensive research 
into the demands of the industry. The entire contents of this bucket are biode-
gradable, including the wipe itself. The innovative formula which impregnates 
these powerful wipes allows for the toughest cleaning jobs, yet is buffered to 
use less demanding tasks. RT2 wipes can be used across your facility for 
general purpose cleaning. The portability of these scrubs makes them the item 
choice for all types of businesses. #4048

Category A1
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AGRI FLUSH: Neutralizes and cleans pesticide, herbicide, and fertilizer containers. 
Powerful and easy to use, even with the heavy demands of vegetation upkeep. #4029

OUTDOOR & INDUSTRIAL MAINTNANCEOUTDOOR & INDUSTRIAL MAINTNANCE

BEFORE WIPE OFF AFTER WIPE OFF

METEOR: Safe, non-alkaline “hot-tank” cleaner. Cleans non-ferrous metals of grease, 
paint, carbo, and grime. Just dip and strip! #4022

NOSRE D.N.A.: Penetrates the most stubborn grease and carbon buildup while provid-
ing reduced incidence of nozzle blockage. Recommended to be used together with our 
SWEET SPOT product to prevent foam. #4025

PREVENT: Melts ice and snow. Prevents freezing on sidewalks, driveways, and other 
places where ice and snow may be a problem. No harsh heat-generating chemicals to 
harm plant operations. #2050

PURGE: Breaks down the solids in lift stations. Liquefies the solids, allowing them to be 
flushed down the lines as the float activates. #4034

SHADE: Water tinting compound. Safe and harmless to humans and animals when 
using recommended dilution rates. For any desired body of water. #2034

SPIL-SORB: Highly absorbent material designed to accelerate the cleaning process. 
Ideal for commercial shops, bus garages, or wherever spills occur. Absorbs oil, fuels, 
greases, and solvents to make short work of your cleaning process. #4017

STRONG ARM: Perfect for cleaning concrete floors and those tough areas that require 
an extra heavy-duty cleaner. Due to its concentrated powder form, STRONG ARM is the 
optimal choice for the price conscientious consumer. One 40 lb. keg of STRONG ARM 
makes up to 240 gallons of powerful cleaner. #4003

STD-1000: Blend of enzymes and bacteria for efficient sewage digestion. Non-caustic 
and non-corrosive. Digests proteins, fats, starches, carbs, and cellulose. #4007

TALON: Superior graffiti remover for highway and street signs. Typically won’t remove 
luminescent or reflective qualities of the sign. Removes most paints and inks. #1078

THERMO DIP: Granular dip-tank compound for cleaning all ferrous metal types. Simply 
mix THERMO DIP into heated bath water, soak parts, remove, and rinse free. #4014

Our flagship product is used 
internationally for quick, easy, 
and efficient removal of graffiti 
from any surface. Removes 
paint, ink, crayon, lipstick, and 
any other form of vandalism. 
A must have product for public 
works departments, portable 
toilet companies, etc. #1009 
(#1081 in CA)

AQUA THERM: Additive for hot and warm water circulating parts washers. For ferrous 
and non-ferrous metals. Penetrates the most difficult oil and grease-bearing soils. #2085

ASPHALT RELEASE: Easily removes asphalt and concrete forms. Soy is used as the 
main active ingredient and is environmentally compliant. #2131

BAN ICE: Granular ice melter. Prevents concrete destruction by preventing “freeze & 
thaw” cycle. Contains the patented additive “Propolyice,” which combines with melted 
snow to form a polymer barrier. #4006

CHAMELION: The ultimate for concrete floor cleaning. Cuts through the toughest 
grease, but is user friendly in all environments. #4035

CITRA-SLIDE: A unique approach to the issue of asphalt release agents. Citrus and soy 
join together to provide bed protection for multiple loads of asphalt. Doubles as a superb 
cleaner for slurry and related buildup. #2039

CONQUER: A versatile, biodegradable concrete, scale, and hard water remover. Re-
moves mineral deposits from glass and scale buildup. Contains no inorganic acids. En-
sures personal safety and lower operating costs. #2027

DEFENDER: Guards concrete, stone, pavers, and other forms of masonry from stains 
and water damage. Saturates the surface with a barrier to stop liquids 
coming into the stone. #2117

DISINTEGRATE: For sewage treatment plants, lagoons, septic tanks, cesspools, 
drains, and grease trap treatment. Non-caustic and non-corrosive. Contains aerobic 
and anaerobic bacteria. #4024

D.O.A WASP KILLER: Kills wasps, hornets, bees, and spiders outdoors. Kills roaches, 
crickets, ants, spiders, centipedes, silverfish, and water bugs indoors. Long range with 
residual action! #1041

ENVIRO-SOLVE: Breaks down grease and sludge buildup in lift stations. First floats on 
top of water to mask odor, then finishes by breaking down buildup. #2108

ERASE: This amazing new product has been developed to remove paints, inks, crayons, 
lipstick and pother unsightly obscenities from virtually any hard surface. With it’s citrus 
frangrance, Erase aids in leaving the area with a clean scent. In addition, Erase works 
well on masonry surfaces. #1084

F.F. EJ-1: Highly concentrated blend of surfactants, salts, and detergents. This com-
pound is ideal for stripping and degreasing all ferrous and non-ferrous metal parts nor-
mally cleaned in a Jet Washing machine. #4026

FORMULA 44-40: Cuts through the toughest grease. User friendly in all environments. 
Perfect for concrete floors and areas that require a heavy-duty cleaner. Economical and 
powerful! #4045

G-FORCE: Graffiti remover for walls, concrete, and broad sections of surfaces. Removes 
paint, crayon, marker, pencil, lipstick, and most forms of graffiti. #2149

GHOST: Removes adhesive from turf, tools, and hands. Specifically for the artificial turf 
industry. Completely evaporates, will not leave a mess! #1125

Some things you just can’t buy at the mega-box stores. Good thing there’s Sunrise! Our Outdoor & Industrial Maintenance line is full of 
products you just can’t find anywhere else. These items are specifically designed to remove industrial level and everyday problems.

HOTLINE: Granulated sewer compound activated by water. Removes debris and settle-
ments from sewer lines. This non-flammable powder is fast acting for immediate results. 
For industrial use only. #4001

WIPE OFFWIPE OFF

Before and after graffiti removal, a job well done using our very own WIPE OFF! This $2,400 
portable restroom covered in black spray paint SAVED by using only three cans of WIPE OFF 
costing around only $40!
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 “Hands down, WIPE OFF is the 
best graffiti remover we’ve ever 
used!”
Bill, Les Schwab Tires - Transport Division                                                          

~ Prineville, OR   

 “WIPE OFF, by far one of the best 
products on the market, customer 
service is as good as it gets.”
Joseph, Superior Sanitary Supplies 

~ Oxnard, CA    



LUBRICANT PRODUCTSLUBRICANT PRODUCTS
Sunrise’s unique line of quality lubricants has become an industry cornerstone. We are proud to offer a wide variety of products featuring 
multiple lubricating agents. Choose from products blended with mineral oils, Teflon®, silicone, moly, synthetic grease, and more! We have 
the answer to your sticky situation.

ALL FREE II: This unique combination of ingredients markedly reduces surface 
tension which permits rapid, deep penetration of corroded parts. Residual oil film lubri-
cates and provides protection against subsequent corrosion. Spray from any angle and 
reach any area with ALL FREE II’s special spraying head. #1068

BOLTZ: The most advanced penetrating lube on the market. Formulated with moly for 
extra lubrication and lithium for effectiveness under high heat. #1096

RELEASE 212: Non-staining, siliconized lubricant. Made to lubricate and free-up stick-
ing windows, doors, drawers, zippers, cabinets, etc. #2076

RELEASE 222: Clear silicone lubricant designed to protect rubber tree shaker slings. 
Penetrates into rubber to create a slippery surface. Prevents bark damage on the tree! 
#2002

RELEASE 230: Clear non-toxic silicone/petrolatum spray. Penetrates into rubber then 
gels and thickens to provide a slippery barrier. #1094

RELEASE 250: Gelled lubricant for the nut tree shaking industry. Thicker lubricant 
means less “carrier agent” and more lubricant! Provides long lasting protection against 
gumming and rubber breakdown. #1124 

SLING GLIDE II: The forefront of lubrication technology in the agricultural 
industry. This compound lubricates and protects rubber tree shaker slings, 
while at the same time preventing bark damage to the tree. In automatic 
water injection systems, SLING GLIDE II will be applied each time the sling 
clamp opens. #2051

SNIPER: Reduces surface tension and creates rapid, deep penetration of corroded 
parts. SNIPER has an affinity to metal. Residual oil film lubricates and protects the 
surface. #1110

STAY SLICK FG: Formulated for long-lasting lubrication and rust protection 
in food processing facilities. Premium synthetic compounds are designed 
to out-last similar spray greases by 3 times, saving time and money. High 
temperature range (20-350°) makes this the go-to option for all areas of a 
food processing facility. #1114

SUPER GLIDE FG: Non-staining orange scented silicone. Eliminates sticking and 
squeaking problems. Used on rubber, leather, metal, nylon, wood, and painted surfac-
es. #1087

TEF-LUBE: Dry lubricant and release agent for various applications. Ideal for jobs 
where dust and dirt particles are a constant concern. #1024

BULL’S EYE FG: Non-staining, stable blended formula that deeply penetrates 
sticking and squeaking problems. Target this lubricant for all your food pro-
cessing needs. NSF certified. #1109

Category H1

CHAIN GUARD FG: Combination of HVI solvent and selected synthetic base 
oils. Fortified with food grade antiwear agents and a tackifier agent. Dielectric 
to 35K volts. NSF certified. #1004

Category H1

CHAIN AND CABLE: designed to reduce friction and wear as well as extend the life 
of the chain.  CHAIN AND CABLE LUBE is fortified with the highest quality ingredients 
designed to perform in the toughest conditions.  CHAIN AND CABLE LUBE will create 
a tough durable film designed to protect from friction, wear and corrosion over a very 
wide variety of temperatures. #1139

CYCLONE: Quickly penetrates and creates a protective shield around metal parts. 
Made with PTFE. #1011

ENDURO-LUBE: Chain lubricant with Anti-Seize. Dispenses as a viscous fluid, and 
morphs into a gel. Inhibits dust particles and offers protection against rust. #1052

FOUR WAY: Lubricates precision equipment. Provides lasting protection for tools, jigs 
and fixtures. Penetrates and frees rusted or frozen parts. FOUR WAY protects metals 
stored indoors and outdoors, displaces moisture on electrical and electronic equip-
ment, and waterproofs ignition systems and terminals. Dielectric to 31K volts. #1022

GLIDE: Precision blend of synthetic compounds with the benefit of STP. For extreme 
temperature ranges. As GLIDE’s temp rises, viscosity will elevate in order to cling to 
the target surface. #1097

HURRICANE: A blend of TEFLON and “Banana Oil.” These two components together 
make HURRICANE the most effective lubricant and penetrating compound on the 
market. The unique ingredients in HURRICANE enable it to protect metal parts and 
free locked nuts and bolts rapidly. #1077

KWIK KUT: A scientifically formulated cutting fluid that cools, lubricates, and reduces 
friction during threading, drilling, and tapping operations. KWIK KUT is colorless and 
provides constant sight of the cutting area. It will not drip, reducing mess and time-con-
suming clean up. #1053

LATHEX: Concentrated, water-soluble oil. Based on modern polymer lubrication tech-
nology. Petroleum free. For all metal-working applications. #2066

LIGHTNING: Non-staining orange scented silicone. Eliminates sticking and squeaking 
problems. Use on rubber, leather, metal, nylon, wood, and painted surfaces. #2173

LIGHTNING UNSCENTED FG: This product is identical to its predecessor 
Lightning, but it is formulated to meet food grade standards. Perfect for 
meeting the demands of lubrication and food safety all in one! NSF certified. 
#2293Category H1

MAGIC GLIDE: Non-staining, siliconized lubricant. Repels water and ice. Retards rust 
and corrosion. #1034

MEGA LUBE: Anti-friction lubricant containing micro-particles of molybdenum disul-
fide. For temperatures 110-1050°, pressures up to 100,000 PSI. Will not react with 
water, oil, alkalies, or many acids. Fast drying. #1016

ONE SHOT FG: Lubricant for the food processing industry. For precision equipment, 
tools, jigs, etc. Frees rusted or frozen parts. #1039

Category H1

Category H1

PAD & SHAKER  PRE-TREAT: Treat rubber slings before shaker season to extend the 
life of your shaker pads. #1126/#5026

AF3: This economical lubricant that can take on all tasks. Spray AF3 anywhere you 
have creaky hinges, rusty bolts or on any other job that may need a lubricant. Enjoy it’s 
quality at a fraction of the cost of it’s competitors. #1013
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SOLVENT-BASED CLEANERS

EXECUTE: The forefront of cleaning technology. EXECUTE’s unique gelling action 
enables it to stay on vertical surfaces longer for deeper cleaning ability. For any hard 
surface. Cleans glue residue, ashphalt, slurry, and black kick marks. #1083

Solvents are designed to quickly and easily clean oil, grease, and other contaminates. Our SOLVENT-BASED CLEANERS are made for 
aggressive performance across multiple industries and applications.

EXETER: Powerful, orange-scented degreaser offering the ultimate in safety and 
environmental concern. Ideal for use in parts washers as it quickly removes grease 
and grime. EXETER is extremely effective on glues, tape residue, and cable icky-pik. 
#1065

EZ-1: Instantly removes heavy grease and grime without mechanical scrubbing. Ben-
zene free, non-corrosive, and leaves no residue. Does not affect plastic parts and can 
be used on aluminum and alloy parts. #2100

LEKTRIKLEEN: Fast-evaporating compound leaves no residue. Ideal for cutting and 
penetrating all soils associated with the electronics environment, including flux. For use 
on energized equipment only, such as circuit boards and transformers. #1033/2041

OVERTIME: Ideal for degreasing highway equipment, machinery, engines, and other 
automotive related components. Not availabe in California. #1006

PHAZER II: Formulated for removing oil, grease, flux, and other contaminants from 
sophisticated electronic parts. No residue! Use on control panels, tuners, terminals, and 
electronic equipment. #1031

PRISM: Fully biodegradable tar and grease remover for environmentally sensitive 
applications and safety for users. For use in all tar, crude oil, asphalt, and general 
degreasing applications. Based on citrus distillate and biodegradable detergent-sus-
pending system. #1066/2094

SOLVEX: Maximum performance solvent. Provides excellent cutting ability. For use 
in parts washing equipment or as a pre-soak prior to cleaning. No dilution required for 
California VOC. #2029

STRIKER: Powerful solvent-based cleaner. For use on energized equipment only. 
#1108

VOLTON: Non-flammable solvent. For use on energized equipment only. Will cause 
damage to certain plastics. #1042

ACID-BASED CLEANERS
Acid-based cleaners are an efficient and economical answer to a potentially difficult problem: mineral deposits. From concrete mixers to 
windows, this buildup is nearly impossible without a product specifically formulated for this purpose. Consult your Sunrise Rep for your 
best solution!

AB-73: Designed to remove anodoc and chromate coatings on aluminum. Removes 
calcium stains of all kinds. Brush or spray on. Let dwell until a foam blanket occurs. 
#2015

CC-32: Removes hardened cement from handling equipment such as bulk cement haul-
ers, Redi-mix equipment, cement mixers, and locations in cement manufacturing plants. 
Clings to vertical surfaces for easier use. Reduces rusting and penetrates corrosion and 
concrete. #2011

DAIRY BRITE: This one-of-a-kind formula has been designed to effortlessly remove 
milkstone and other types of corrosion. DAIRY BRITE is the ultimate product for exte-
rior use on stainless steel milk lines, tanks, glass windows, concrete tile, and grouting. 
#2070

GLISTEN: Excellent for cleaning and deodorizing toilets and urinals, bathroom fixtures, 
showers, and porcelain. Formulated with a gentle acid for easy removal of scale 
buildup. Pleasant cherry scent and viscous body makes this product a favorite for all 
janitorial and cleaning crews. #2017

RUSTY: Designed to remove rust from all metal surfaces with ease. Apply full strength 
or reduce with water according to the rust buildup, or your required speed of operation. 
#2127

TOMAHAWK: Designed to remove road film, mineral deposits, and hard water build-
up. TOMAHAWK is ideal for removing concrete and residue from fleet vehicles and 
Redi-mix trucks. Leaves a clean and radiant shine on most surfaces after application. 
#2073

Removes anodoc and chromate coatings on 
aluminum. Leaves a clean and brilliant shine on 
most aluminum surfaces. This product is a long 
time favorite of our customers because nothing 
else works like it! #2122

“I have been replacing a floor in an office. I had a glue mess that 
wouldn’t come up with an 8 inch floor scraper. I was very surprised 
that the Exeter began to loosen the mastic so that I could remove 
it with a floor scraper. It is great to find a product that really works. 
I highly recommend Exeter.”

 - Mike Thomey, MTM Reno Inc.
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AUTO & FLEET MAINTENANCE

ARMOUR GUARD: A revolutionary system designed to rejuvenate vinyl, plastics, leath-
er, rubber, wood, chrome, and some painted surfaces. ARMOUR GUARD 
creates a beautiful cosmetic effect and provides a functional, non-slip barrier against 
deterioration. #2062

BLACK WIDOW: Tire shine compound that lasts long even through vehicle 
washing and rain. Protects and prevents tire browning. For rubber, plastics, vinyl tops, 
and tires. #2236

CABLE CLEAN: Penetrates dirt, grime, and corrosion instantly. Seals battery 
surface and allows battery-associated attachments to be kept in the best condition, in 
or out of storage. Spray batteries with a light application for lasting protection. #1046

CARB FREE: Cleans, penetrates, and dissolves gum, varnish, and carbon from 
carburetor, linkage, butterfly valve, automatic choke, PCV system, and other 
critical areas. VOC compliant for use in California. #1044

CLEAN ‘N’ SHINE: The combination of detergents, surfactants, water softening, and 
glazing compounds in this product removes the toughest grime. Simultaneously leaves 
a lustrous glazing on the surface. #2101

DEFROST: Thaws ice from headlights, locks, doors, icy steps, equipment, and other 
surfaces and objects where ice removal is necessary for safe operation. Works 
instantly! #1007

DYNAMITE: A scientific blend of fine carnauba waxes quickly removes years of 
oxidation while leaving a brilliant shine. Works on all types of vehicles. For painted 
surfaces. #1049

ENHANCE: Protects and restores vinyl, plastic, rubber, leather, chrome, and most 
painted surfaces. Eliminates the harmful effects of age, elements, wear and tear. 
#1025

KLEEN BRAKE: Cleaner that flushes away contaminants and evaporates instantly. 
Cleans without damaging metal or brake shoes. VOC compliant for use in California. 
#1098

MD-77: Powdered soap for heavy-duty cleaning. Works on trucks, buses, and all stub-
born cleaning applications. Safe on acrylic, laquer, metalic painted surfaces, chrome, 
aluminum, and stainless steel when used as directed. #4012

MIRACLE WASH: Single-phase wash and wax. Dynamic dilution capabilities for 
reduced cost! Neutral pH for environmentally safe use. #2200

PREEN: Receive all of the benefits of ARMOUR GUARD and ENHANCE in this 
pre-treated rag product! Protects, rejuvenates, and leaves a beautiful finish on vinyl, 
plastics, rubber, and other surfaces! #4030

RADEX 321: Radiator treatment. Combats corrosion and scale buildup. These harmful 
deposits can mean higher engine temperatures and shorter engine life. Safe to use with 
all types of anti-freeze. #2059

REFLECTION: A blend of emulsifiers and micro-waxes specifically formulated for use 
on all lacquer and enamel finishes and chrome trim. Stands up to weather, dirt, and 
detergents while maintaining a long lasting shine. #1054

RENEWZ: Puts back the black shine in your vehicle’s faded and oxidized plastic and 
rubber. For anywhere you notice oxidizing plastic!. #1128

SEE & THAW: Concentrated washer fluid for all temperature ranges. Reduced 
emulsifiers limit hazardous streaking on glass. Protects from -70°F or higher. See 
TUNDRA for use in California. #2008

SUDSY: Formulated for automatic and manual car washing systems. The high-volume 
foam and heavy concentration of SUDSY creates excellent foam stability at a very high 
rate of dilution. Dilute up to 300:1 for the industry’s most economical foaming-wash 
soap. #2037

TRACTOR RESTORE: A scientific blend of fine carnauba waxes that does an 
outstanding job in restoring and protecting your tractor from the harmful elements of 
nature. Special foaming actuator makes for easy application. #1012

TRAIL BLAZER: Replacement for Hydrofluoric Acid. Advanced technology allows safe 
removal of grime, oxidation, and calcium buildup. #2079

TUNDRA: California compliant windshield washer fluid for use in all temperature 
ranges. Quickly cleans windshields, headlights, mirrors, and other vital operating 
components. Reduced emulsifiers limit hazardous streaking on glass. Meets VOC 
requirements for “A” and “B” areas as described by CA-EPA. #2137

VECTOR: Powerful, non-flammable, non-corrosive cleaner. Highly concentrated for 
maximum dilution ratios. Ideal for removing road film, diesel smoke, and heavily soiled 
areas prone to the fleet industry. #2067

VULCAN: This revolutionary tire sealant is quickly and easily installed through a tire’s 
valve stem. The adhesion properties keep the solution in place at all times, ready to 
permanently seal any potential source of air loss for the life of the tire. Increases fuel 
efficiency and downtime due to flat tires. #2238

Proper cleaning and scheduled maintenance is becoming ever-more valuable in today’s economic climate. Customers are increasingly 
sensitive to the visual appearance of your fleet and facility. Pair this with new equipment cost and it is easy to appreciate SUNRISE’s com-
plete line of products for automotive needs

DYNAMITEDYNAMITE

• Wash and wax compound
• Dilutable
• Water softening compounds, safe for use on all 
surfaces

• Organic salt based for low pH and safe use, replaces 
typical acids

• No D.O.T. shipping regulations for low cost shipping 
and flexible packaging

BeforeBefore

Apply, Wipe,
Dry, Done!
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DuringDuring

See Dynamite in 
action as it removes 
oxidation from the 
hood of a clunker-car. 
Leaves the affected 
area with a brilliant 
shine and smooth 
finish. Notice the stark 
difference Dynamite 
makes compared to 
untreated oxidation.

Sunrise Test Lab: Car Oxidation Removal

AfterAfter



JANITORIAL PRODUCTS

ACRILAX: Floor cleaner that leaves a high gloss finish with no slipperiness. Creates 
slip resistant, water resistant, and scuff resistant floors. #2035

BLITZ: Granular drain opening system. For heavy-duty jobs. Will not harm plastics or 
other drain components. Use in sink or floor drains for quick and easy debris removal. 
#3004

BRITE WASH: A granular laundry detergent concentrate. BRITE WASH lifts out and 
floats away tough dirt and grime, yet is safe to any washable fabric. Easily removes 
any stain, grease, or grime. In most cases you can use up to half as much BRITE 
WASH to do the same job you’re currently doing. #4002

KRYSTAL ICE: Alcohol and harsh solvent free cleaner for glass, chrome, and 
porcelain. Fast-drying and non-streaking when used as directed. The most advanced 
technology in its market! #1067

LIFT-OFF: Carpet and upholstery spot cleaner. For use on all soft surfaces such as 
carpets, curtains, and other domestic products. Will remove most minor stains. #1100

METAL MAGIC: For any stainless steel surface. No srubbing necessary, just spray 
and wipe! Leaves a lasting protective film with no residue. Acid and abrasive free. 
#1035

OVEN MAGIC: For porcelain, chrome, glass, ceramic, stainless steel, and cast iron 
oven surfaces. Foaming solution reduces scrubbing and repeat applications. #1021

PACEMAKER: Proven cleaner for table tops, bathroom fixtures, tile, vinyl, leather, 
upholstery, formica, etc. For varnished, painted, or enameled surfaces. #1037

POWER PLUS: Designed for today’s new, more durable polymer finishes. Unlocks 
cross linked polymers to provide easy floor stripping. #2058

QUASAR: Provides fast acting, non-streaking performance that makes glass cleaning 
easy. The tri-ammonia blend of this product allows it to be sprayed on and wiped off 
without any residue left behind. #1107

QUICKDRAW: Designed for high speed application and removal of most carpet and 
upholstery spots, spills, and blemishes. It’s time for a showdown with your carpets and 
upholstery. #1058

RED FLASH: Extremely effective drain opener that controls organic blockage due to 
paper, hair, grease, lint, etc. Used as a regular maintenance item. Will not harm pipe 
systems. #2010

SHIMMER RTU (“READY TO USE”): Glass cleaner conveniently packaged in 32 oz. 
spray bottles for quick, easy, and efficient use. Cuts through fingerprints, smudge, and 
buildup with ease. Leaves your glass and chrome shiny and streak free. Ideal for any 
and all facilities! #5057

STREAK OUT: Excellent for windows, mirrors, windshields, and other glass objects. 
Contains no ammonia and will leave a clean, streak free surface every time. #1129

TOTAL DISINFECTANT SPRAY: Helps kill: Psedomonacide, Virucide, Mildewcide, 
Fungicide, Staphylocide, and Tuberculocide. Disinfects Herpes Simplex virus type 1 
and 2. Influenza A2 (Hong Kong) and HIV-1 (AIDS virus). Use airborne or on surfaces. 
Pleasant scent for a fresh environment. Available in California. #1018

TRAPSHOOT: A natural citrus-based grease and tar dissolver. Our answer to sluggish 
drains and their offensive odors. This product is also an excellent grease and tar 
remover in solvent applications. Use on a weekly basis for best results. #2091

ULTIMATE: Highly concentrated liquid for use in modern steam cleaning and extractor 
type carpet cleaning equipment. Includes optical brighteners, water conditioners, and a 
true odor counteractant. Leaves a refreshingly clean fragrance. #2025

WHIRLWIND: Minimizes the spotting and mottling of carpet and upholstery surfaces. 
Designed to leave minimum detergent residue. Full strength cleaner may be used 
sparingly to instantly remove spots and stains of all kinds. #2087

WHITE ‘N’ BRITE: Concentrated liquid chlorine bleach for laundry applications needing 
active chlorine. May be used as a bleach in normal laundry operations or as a presoak 
for blood and protein stains. #2075

Our extensive line of JANITORIAL cleaning supplies have been engineered for complete satisfaction to our customers. Many of our products 
have been cleaning offices, apartments, and other facilities for over 40 years! Don’t forget to check out our complete line of ODOR CONTROL 
items as well.
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WATER-BASED CLEANERS
Sunrise’s water-based cleaners have become synonymous with value and performance. We design all of our products to be highly 
concentrated for maximum dilution. Much like hand tools, our products have specialized purposes. Contact your Sunrise Rep to find out 
which option is best for your specific needs.

Category A1

ASSAULT: Water based cleaner/degreaser, free of harsh solvents or caus-
tics. Highly concentrated for max 
dilution ratios and money savings! #2063

• Bio-degradable, environmentally compatible
• Non-corrosive, safe for user
• Highly concentrated

Category A1

ATTACK: Hard surface cleaner that dissolves heavy dirt and grease. Great 
for removing dark scuffs on floors and oil stains on drive ways. #2004

BRAWNY: Ultra heavy-duty concentrate that makes quick work of difficult situations. 
Best on fry vat hoods and surrounding areas. For both automatic and manual hood and 
vent cleaning. #2086

CHLORFOAM: Excellent cleaner for jobs needing a chlorine based cleaning com-
pound. For walls, floors, machinery, and all processing apparatus.. #2044

Category A1

GRIME FIGHTER: Highly concentrated compound for stripping away 
grime, grease deposits, oil, soap scum, and soft carbon desposits. For 
glass, concrete, sealed wood, tile, and all metal surfaces. #2053

HUSTLE: Citrus-based degreaser for all hard surfaces. Removes soap scum, grease, 
sticky deposits, and gum from carpet. Environmentally sensitive and 100% biodegrad-
able! #2089

• Non-toxic and less noxious
• Non-flammable, safer, and versatile
• Bio-degradable

LASER GREEN: Very highly concentrated cleaner. Ideal for hard surfaces: concrete 
floors, asphalt, screens, etc. #2078
LEMON TWIST: Multi-purpose cleaner and deodorizer for medium to heavy-duty jobs. 
A necessity for accelerating your cleaning solutions! #2030

NUTRA CLEAN: A neutral pH, odorless liquid for cleaning all types of surfaces without 
adversely affecting their finish. For wood floors, linoleum, rubber, vinyl, plastic, tile, and 
all other surfaces. #2031

ORANGE EXPRESS: The ultimate in water-based cleaners. Free of harsh solvents 
and caustics. Highly concentrated, dilutable, pH neutral, and safe to use! #2026

QUICK KLEEN: Concentrated cleaner that effectively removes grease, oil, smudges, 
and road tar at high dilutions. Harmless to chrome, aluminum, and stainless steel. 
#2045

RED THUNDER: Non-toxic, non-flammable, biodegradable, neutral cleaner. This 
non-alkaline workhorse of a product gives superior results. Economical with a wide 
variety of applications. #2144

SANI-BRITE: Pine-scented hard surface cleaner. For bathroom fixtures, toilets, urinals, 
porcelain, tile, showers, and tubs. #2019

SCALE-X: The portable toilet industry’s favorite product! Urine, scale buildup, grease 
stains, and the heaviest dirt don’t stand a chance against Scale-X. Great for pressure 
washing. #2174

STEAMEZE: Ready to use, no messy dissolving or mixing! Reduces soil clogging. 
STEAMEZE quickly removes oil, grease, and dirt from metal and concrete surfaces. 
The special penetrants in this formula assure a clean surface ready for painting. Do not 
use full strength on aluminum or  its alloys. #2046

TWIN POWER: Quickly removes deposits of oxidized waxes, greases, baked-on car-
bon, soot, and other problem substances. No chlorinated solvents or benzene. #2048

VENOM: Provides controlled amounts of foam that rinse quickly and entirely. For 
engine blocks, concrete floors, and any hard surfaces. Removes 
petroleum substances quick! #2191

VERT-A-KLEEN: Specially designed to adhere to upright surfaces without running. 
Unique gripping agents allow for increased dwell-time and more efficient cleaning.#2140



ODOR CONTROL
These products have been uniquely formulated for persistant odors in a large range of industries including waste collection, sewage 
disposal, etc. Specialty ingredients including enzymes, reodorants, and super concentrated scents are designed for use in the toughest 
odor situations.

CLEAN BREEZE: High-tech “dry” formulation provides the ultimate in freshening, 
persistence, and cleanliness. CLEAN BREEZE is not a mask, it is a neutralizer. This 
aerosol is made with a unique valve that allows either intermittent spray or total can 
evacuation for “fogging,” which covers 8,000 ft.3 of foul odors. #1063

ELIMINATE: Granular odor control. Use in garbage containers, removal equipment, 
dumps, leach fields, sludge beds, sewers, barns, or wherever strong odors are a prob-
lem. This unique product absorbs foul odors while at the same time deodorizes with a 
pleasant cherry scent. #4018

HYDROFOIL: Effective in reducing the odors of natural gas in-line testing and construc-
tion. Reduces odors in grease traps, urinal traps, and drains. Removes urine, vomit, 
waste, and pet odors from carpeting. Use as a deodorizer in multiple applications. 
Contains protein, starch, and cellulose digesting bacteria. #2063

SUMMIT: Specially formulated for controlling odors in sewage disposal plants, lagoons, 
sludge drying beds, draining ditches, aerators, land fills, refuse dumps, sewer mains, 
storm sewers, wet wells, lift and pumping stations, garbage dumps, and trucks. For 
municipal, professional, and industrial use only. #2006

TERMINATOR: Extremely concentrated blend of ingredients used to give optimum 
performance in the portable toilet industry. TERMINATOR has been developed to be 
effective in each of the four seasons, allowing for the utmost in economy. Available in 
cherry, mulberry, and bubble gum fragrances. #2092, 2154, 2155

TERMINATOR ULTRA SHOT: Twice the deodorizing power of regular TERMINATOR for 
extreme situations. Ideal for high heat and high sensitive toilet applications. Approved for 
land applications disposal due to eco-friendly components. Available in cherry, mulberry, 
and bubble gum fragrances. #2158, #2157, #2159

SPECIALTY PRODUCTS
Our SPECIALTY PRODUCTS are a combination of items you simply won’t find anywhere else. If you still can’t find the product you are looking 
for, contact your SUNRISE Rep to discuss our custom blending options!

INSECT FOGGER: Total release fogger for fleas and roaches with insect growth reg-
ulator. Kills adult and pre-adult fleas. Prevents reinfestation for seven months. For use 
in rooms, apartments, homes, attics, basements, campers, boats, household storage 
areas, garages, pet sleeping areas, cabins, etc. #1006

INSECT REPELLENT: High DEET (40%) concentration allows for maximum protection 
against a large variety of insects including: mosquitoes, ticks, gnats, flies, and fleas. 
An important piece of equipment for anyone working in the outdoor elements. Fine mist 
ensures quick and thorough coverage. #1027

MICRON 8: A computer age product developed for protecting glass and plexiglass 
surfaces. MICRON 8 extends the time between cleanings surfaces and protects from 
harmful atmospheric conditions. Eliminates surface distortion on computer terminals, 
reducing eye fatigue for the operator. #1064

PYROX A: Concentrated liquid, designed for use in fighting all “CLASS A” fires. The 
unique blend of surfactants and foam stabilizing compounds makes PYROX-A 
superior for use in foam-generating equipment and standard nozzle and aerial applica-
tions. #2112 

RECOIL: The answer to cleaning refrigeration and compressor vanes in air 
conditioning units and heat exchangers. The high-density foam generated by RECOIL 
is ideal for allowing extended working time in those hard-to-reach areas. Attacks a 
normally time-consuming task with rapid, efficient results. #1076 

THRUSTER: Chemically neutralizes rust and leaves a long-term preventative coating 
in its place. THRUSTER seals, protects, and extends the life of ferrous metal. The 
application of this compound turns the rusted area into a black protective finish. After 
curing, the affected area may be painted if desired. #2105

TROUBLE SHOOTER: This fast-breaking, foaming solvent is a must for all shop and 
maintenance operations. The ease of application makes short work of heavily soiled 
areas. Use TROUBLE SHOOTER to remove grease, oil, tar, brake fluid, some paints, 
and most other soils from concrete and masonry surfaces. #1093

How Much Does A Gallon of Sunrise How Much Does A Gallon of Sunrise 
Cleaner Actually Cost?Cleaner Actually Cost?
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70% IPA HARD SURFACE SPRAY: For use on: Tables, counters, door handles, steer-
ing wheels, sealt belt buckles, car seats, floors, glass, grocery cart handles, wooden 
surfaces, phone recievers, brick, tile, metal, lockers, tools, sthlectic equipment, excer-
sice equipment or any other non-porous surfaces. #1194
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APPLE AIRE: A fresh green apple orchard scent with long lasting capabilities. #1091

CINNAMON STICK: Spicy cinamon air freshener with long lasting capabilities, leaves 
your home or office smelling warm and inviting. #1000

HONEY MIST: is the all-purpose deodorant for hotels, hospitals, sewage plants, fire 
departments, incinerators, trucks, dairies, institutions, schools and motels. Fire depart-
ments and insurance companies have found Honeymist to be effective in eliminating 
odors caused by smoke and fires.  #2016

ORANGE FUSION: The high diffusion characteristics of ORANGE FUSION allow it to 
disperse uniformly throughout the target area, leaving a fresh aroma with long-lasting 
capabilities. #1015/2106 

PEACHES ‘N’ CREAM: The high diffusion characteristics of PEACHES ‘N’ CREAM 
allow it to disperse uniformly throughout the target area., leaving a fresh aroma with 
long lasting capabilities. #1072/#2056

TROPICAL ORANGE: Truly a unique formulation, designed to enhance the ambiance 
of any target environment. Close your eyes and envision a tropical island paradise with 
a fresh bowl of sliced oranges. Now you have SUNRISE’S TROPICAL ORANGE. This 
economical formula can be diluted with water for even greater money savings. Spray 
TROPICAL ORANGE and wait for the comments to begin. #2099
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MULTI-PURPOSE SURFACE 
WIPES: These general-purpose 
wipes are ideal for keeping your 
environment clean and safe. They 
provide quick and easy cleaning of 
high-touchpoint surfaces ideal for all 
types of hard surfaces. #4047

1010

BOMBSHELL: This extra heavy-du-
ty cleaner blows away dirt, grease, 
and grime with its thick and gritty 
walnut shell abrasive. Don’t be 
fooled by other products, BOMB-
SHELL is the original and best 
walnut-shell hand cleaner available. 
#2147

CHAIN GUARD FG: A combination 
of high quality HVI solvent extracted 
from dual hydrogenated paraffinic 
and selected synthetic base oils. 
Fortified with food grade antiwear 
agents and a tackifier agent to impart 
maximum antiwear and clinging char-
acteristics. Dielectric to 35K volts. 
#1004

ENHANCE: Protects and restores 
vinyl, plastic, rubber, leather, 
chrome, and most painted surfac-
es. Eliminates the harmful effects 
of age, elements, wear and tear. 
#1025

ERASE: This amazing new prod-
uct has been developed to remove 
paints, inks, crayons, lipstick and 
pother unsightly obscenities from vir-
tually any hard surface. With it’s cit-
rus frangrance, Erase aids in leaving 
the area with a clean scent. In addi-
tion, Erase works well on masonry 
surfaces. #1084

HURRICANE: A blend of TEFLON 
and “Banana Oil.” These two com-
ponents together make HURRI-
CANE the most effective lubricant 
and penetrating compound on the 
market. The unique ingredients in 
HURRICANE enable it to protect 
metal parts and free locked nuts and 
bolts rapidly. #1077

LEMON TWIST: Multi-purpose 
cleaner and deodorizer for medium 
to heavy-duty jobs. A necessity for 
accelerating your cleaning solutions! 
#2030

MULTI-MIST: A multi-purpose for-
mula made for use on hands and 
surface. This amazing compund 
instantly cleans hands and surfaces 
where applied. #1203



PRETREATED  RAGS  
Sunrise’s “Rags in a Bucket” are unlike any other product on the market. We start with a 12x12 in. towel woven with cotton for extra 
durability and strength. Then we soak it in one of our powerful solutions and package it all in our rough, tough and convenient bucket 
for maximum portability.

GLARE: Designed to clean as well as quickly and effortlessly restore the sheen 
to your stainless steel or metal surfaces. This amazing wipe can be used virtually 
on any metal surface without any harsh rubbing or scraping to remove varnish. 
Leave’s a protective shine that lasts without any powdery residues. Not available in 
California. #4031

GUNS: This amazing new concept in hand and tool cleaning is the result of exten-
sive research into the demands of mechanics and technicians. The entire contents 
of this bucket are biodegradeable, including the wipe itself. GUNS can be used to 
clean hands and tools, and has a pleasant tropical scent. #4039

HEATERS: Use to cleanse hands and tools. Carpet and upholstery spot-cleaning 
and hard surface cleaning. The innovative formula in these powerful wipes takes 
care of the toughest cleanings jobs, yet is buffered to use on less demanding tasks 
while enjoying the cinnamon scented rags. #4011

KRYSTAL KING: For general institutional usage. For all glass, porcelain, tile, 
chrome, brass, wood, plastic, and Formica. Ideal for cleaning computer cases, 
monitors, and peripheral equipment since there is no spraying involved! #4030

PREEN: SUNRISE’s amazing Armour Guard/Enhance formulas are now available 
in this handy, easy-to-use and disposable towel. Receive all the convenience and 
effectiveness of these products in this all-in-one format. It’s as easy as pulling and 
wiping! #4030

RAGTIME: The innovative formula that saturates these powerful wipes gets the 
toughest cleaning jobs doen, yet is buffered to use on less demanding tasks. RAG-
TIME wipes can be used at the bench, central wash stations, and in utility vehicles. 
One of our best sellers! Also available in mini-canister packaging for even more 
portability. #4019 (Mini: #5036)

REMEDEZE: Designed specifically as a general non-acid cleaner for use in 
homes, schools, hotels, and restaurants. Formulated to cleanse hard, nonporous 
surfaces such as floors, walls, metal surfaces, glazed porcelain, glazed ceramic 
tile, plastic surfaces, and bathrooms. #4033

TAGGERS: The latest containerized towel from SUNRISE. These amazing towels 
are saturated with a graffiti-removing formulation of solvents and detergents. The 
canisters provide a portable tote, making graffiti removal easy. Removes graffiti and 
other soiled compounds from most surfaces. #4020

ZAPPERS: This amazing new concept in hand and tool cleaning is the result of ex-
tensive research into the demands of mechanics and technicians. Can be used to 
cleanse hands and tools. Also for applications as diverse as carpet and upholstery 
spot-cleaning and hard-surface cleaning. Also available in mini-canister packaging 
for even more portability. #4020 (Mini: #5038)

ISOLATE: Non-alcohol based cleaner. This amazing compound instantly refreshes 
hands, arms, or wherever applied without utilizing alcohol.  #5053

70% IPA SPRAY: 9          
AB-73: 6
ACRILAX: 8
AGRI FLUSH: 3
ALL FREE II: 4
ALL STAR: 11
ANNIHILATE: 8
APPLE AIRE: 9
AQUA CLEAR 32: 9
AQUA THERM: 3
ARMOUR GUARD: 7
ASPHALT RELEASE: 3
ASSAULT: 2, 5
ATTACK: 2, 5
BAN ICE: 3
BLACK WIDOW: 7
BLACKHAWK: 9
BLITZ: 8
BOLTZ: 4
BOMBSHELL: 11
BRAWNY: 5
BREAKER 1-9: 2
BRITE WASH: 8
BULL’S EYE FG: 2, 4
CABLE CLEAN: 7
CARB FREE: 7
CC-32: 6
CHAIN GUARD FG: 2, 4
CHAMELION: 3
CHILLS: 4
CHLORFOAM: 5
CINNAMON STICK: 9
CITRA-SLIDE: 3
CLEAN ‘N’ SHINE: 7
CLEAN BREEZE: 9
CLEAR TAC FG: 2
COCO SOAP: 11
CON-SEPT 1: 11
CONQUER: 3
CRUNCH TIME: 11
CYCLONE: 4
D.O.A. WASP KILLER: 3
DAIRY BRITE: 6
DEFENDER: 3
DEFROST: 7
DERMI-GEL: 11
DETONATE!: 11
DISINTEGRATE: 3
DYNAMITE: 7
ECHO 7: 2
ELIMINATE: 9
ENDURO-LUBE: 4
ENHANCE: 7
ENVIRO-SOLVE: 3
ERASE: 3
EXECUTE: 6
EXETER: 6
EZ-1: 6
F.F. EJ-1: 3
FG-450: 2
FLASHPLANT: 9
FORMULA 44-40: 3  
FOUR WAY: 4

G-FORCE: 3
GHOST: 3 GLARE: 10
GLIDE: 4
GLISTEN: 6
GRIME FIGHTER: 5
GRIND: 11
GUARD: 9
GUNS: 10
HEATERS: 10
HONEYMIST: 9
HOTLINE: 3
HURRICANE: 4
HUSTLE: 5
HYDROFOIL: 9
INSECT FOGGER: 9
INSECT REPELLENT: 9
ISOLATE: 10
JEWEL: 11
KLEEN BRAKE: 7
KRYSTAL ICE: 8
KRYSTAL KING: 10
KWIK KUT: 4
LASER GREEN: 5
LATHEX: 4
LEKTRIKLEEN: 6
LEMON TWIST: 5
LIFT-OFF: 8
LIGHTNING: 4
LIGHTNING FG UNSCENTED: 2, 4
MAGIC GLIDE: 4
MD-77: 7
MEGA LUBE: 4
METAL MAGIC: 8
METEOR: 3
MICRON 8: 9
MIRACLE WASH: 7         
MULTI-MIST: 12
NOSRE D.N.A.: 3
NUTRA CLEAN: 5
ONE SHOT FG: 2, 4
ORANGE EXPRESS: 5
ORANGE FUSION: 9
OVEN MAGIC: 8
OVERTIME: 6
PACEMAKER: 8
PAD & SHAKER PRE-TREAT: 4
PEACHES-N-CREAM: 9
PHAZER II: 6
PIT STOP: 11
PITCH OFF: 5
POWER PLUS: 8
POWER SHOT: 11
PREEN: 7, 10
PREVENT: 3
PRISM: 6
PURGE: 3
PYROX A: 9
QUASAR: 8
QUICK KLEEN: 5             
QUICKDRAW: 8
RADEX 321: 7
RAG TIME: 10
RAWHIDE: 5

TAGGERS: 10
TALON: 3
TEF-LUBE: 4
TERMINATOR: 9
TERMINATOR ULTRA 
SHOT: 9
THERMO DIP: 3
THRUSTER: 9
TOMAHAWK: 6
TOTAL DISINFECTANT 
SPRAY: 8
TRACTOR RESTORE: 7
TRAIL BLAZER: 7
TRAPSHOOT: 8
TROPICAL ORANGE: 9
TROUBLE 
SHOOTER: 9
TRUCK RESTORE: 6
TUNDRA: 7
TWIN POWER: 5
ULTIMATE: 8
VECTOR: 7
VENOM: 5
VERT-A-KLEEN: 5
VOLTON: 6
VULCAN: 7
W.O.W.: 11
WHIRLWIND: 8
WHITE ‘N’ BRITE: 8
WIPE OFF: 3
ZAPPERS: 10

RECOIL: 9
RED FLASH: 8
RED THUNDER: 5
REFLECTION: 7
RELEASE 212: 4
RELEASE 222: 4
RELEASE 230: 4
RELEASE 250: 4
REMEDEZE: 10
RENEWZ: 7            
RT2: 3, 11
RUSTY: 6
SANI-BRITE: 5
SCALE-X: 5
SEE & THAW: 7
SHADE: 3
SHIMMER RTU: 8
SIDEKICK: 9
SLING GLIDE II: 4
SNIPER: 2, 4
SOLVEX: 6
SPIL-SORB: 3
STAY SLICK FG: 2, 4
STD-1000: 3
STEAMEZE: 5
STREAK OUT: 8
STRIKER: 6
STRONG ARM: 3
SUDSY: 7
SUMMIT: 9
SUPER GLIDE FG: 2, 4 
SURFACE WIPES: 10
SWEEP EASE: 3

PRODUCT INDEX

RT2: This amazing new concept 
in cleaning is the result of exten-
sive research into the demands of 
the industry. The entire contents 
of this bucket are biodegradable, 
including the wipe itself. The inno-
vative formula which impregnates 
these powerful wipes allows for the 
toughest cleaning jobs, yet is buff-
ered to use less demanding tasks. 
RT2 wipes can be used across 
your facility for general purpose 
cleaning. The portability of these 
scrubs makes them the item choice 
for all types of businesses. #4048

Category A1
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COCO SOAP: Liquid hand soap blended with coconut oil for extra moisturizing 
ability. Ideal for use in restrooms, kitchens, and other public locations. #2047

SPECIALTY HAND CLEANERS

This extra heavy-duty cleaner blows away dirt, grease, and grime with its thick and gritty 
walnut shell abrasive. Don’t be fooled by other products, BOMBSHELL is the original 
and best walnut-shell hand cleaner available. #2147

GRIND away the dirt from filthy hands with this extra-chunky cleaner. A long time favorite 
of people with dirty jobs. Our special formulation prevents hands from cracking. Perfect 
lemon-lime scent. #2232

Heavy-duty hand cleaner with pumice abrasive designed to scrub away deep down dirt 
and grime. Perfectly blended ingredients never separate and never fail to leave your skin 
clean. Clean apple scent. #2123

A heavy-duty hand cleaner made with fine walnut shells for premium cleaning power. 
Perfect for the customer who wants a superior hand cleaner without a super abrasive 
grit. High quality moisturizers leave hands soft and smooth. #2235

Our improved version of DETONATE! has been turning heads since its 2016 release. 
No solvents combined with an intermediate dosage of grit gets the job done every 
time. Time to dump your cherry hand cleaner for this dynamo! #2136

One of our newest hand cleaners. Contains heavy-duty pumice beads for tough cleaning 
power. Designed for use across many industries for its ability to clean without aggressive 
solvents. Your nose will approve of its cherry scent. #2109

Not every work site has access to water for hand washing, so SUNRISE has 
designed W.O.W. Simply apply to dirty hands and watch the grease and grime 
fade away as you massage it into your palms, fingers, and lower arm area. 
#2042

Designed for high usage 
rates with the toughest hand 
cleaners on the market. This 
stainless steel beast is a 
must for anyone using Sun-
rise’s premium hand clean-
ing products. #6030

The Sunrise Hand Cleaner Dispenser

CON-SEPT-1: Antibacterial hand soap. Designed to help prevent the spread of 
bacteria and disease. Designed for repeated daily use. #2096

DERMI-GEL: Alcohol based hand gel containing Vitamin E and moisturizers 
designed for multiple daily use without drying or cracking hands. Contains 69% 
alcohol. #2097

MULTI-MIST: A multi-purpose formula made for use on hands and sur-
face. This amazing compund instantly cleans hands and surfaces where 
applied. #1203

PIT STOP: Concentrated cleaning power allows for cost effective use and maxi-
mum value. Dilute with water for maximum value. For use anywhere! #2032

Specialty Hand Care Products

BOMBSHELLBOMBSHELL

CRUNCH TIMECRUNCH TIME

ALL STARALL STAR

DETONATEDETONATE

GRINDGRIND

POWER SHOTPOWER SHOT

W.O.W.W.O.W.
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Sunrise is proud to partner with Huskey Specialty Products 
to provide our customers with the best grease products on 
the market. For nearly 70 years, Huskey has been turning 
out greases of all kinds. Their unique position within the 
industry allows for optimal product formulation and per-
formance.

NSF®
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